
Take the fragment token 
of your choice from the  
reserve.

Gain 1 serenity point .

The players who apply the 
collect effect on this cell 
share its contents, starting 
with the first dreamer and 
going clockwise.

Each player who opens the 
chest discards the neces-
sary keys and gets its con-
tents.
Only turn over one chest 
token, even if several play-
ers open the chest.

Lose the indicated number 
of serenity points.

Counts as a nightmare 
and as a fragment.

Lose as many serenity 
points as there are  
collect symbols  in your  
composition.

Discard one of your 
segments that you didn’t 
play this round.

x2x2  counts as a .

Pay double the necessary 
keys, get the contents of 
the chest two times.

Share the contents as 
normal, then double your 
share.

Choose a color, take 2 
fragments in that color.

Take the corresponding , , , , , or  
token from the reserve.

ROUND ORDER

 Creating a Dream: Turn over the dream tile then create your composition using your segments.

 Resolving Compositions: Apply the various effects linked to the dream tile and your composition.

 Making Improvements: Buy a segment for 4 coins per unit, in the order of play (max 1/round). Buy serenity points  
for 3 coins per unit (unlimited).

 Preparing for the Next Round: Discard the chest token (if necessary), put the sand timer back, discard the dream tile, 
and prepare the next one.

QUICK RULES

SPECIAL CASESCELL EFFECTS
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DON'T FORGET! 

 The player who turns over the sand timer becomes the first 
dreamer and gains 1 coin.

 If you do not compose a 3-cell by 3-cell square, you lose 1 
serenity point for each missing cell AND each extra cell.

FINAL SCORE 

After 8 rounds, the game ends. Each player adds up the dream 
points  matching their positions on the star track 11  and 
on their serenity track 22 , plus the dream points shown on the 

segments 33  in their possession. The player with the most dream 
points wins. If players are tied, the victory goes to the player 

with the most coins.
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